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Abstract

Formula SAE is an internationally recognized engineering design competition open to

undergraduate and graduate students where students design, manufacture, and test an open-wheeled

formula style race car. This document discusses the objectives of the 2021 Lynx Motorsports team and the

design and manufacturing decisions that have been made so far to achieve those goals. The team is

currently finished with the entire aerodynamics package, which was the main goal for the seniors on the

team this year, and all aero package components can be mounted on (and removed from) the car. The car

is also fully drivable at this point.
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Team 2021 Objectives

2021 Car Goals:

1.    Complete Aerodynamics package (Undertray, Front Wing, Rear Wing, Body, Cooling

shroud) that exceeds 400N of downforce at 20m/s (45mph).

2.    Optimize suspension tuning for a 2g corner

3.    Develop driver ergonomics for driver experience satisfaction (Adjustable

pedal box, Seat, Steering system).

2021 Competition Goals:

1.      Compete in all dynamic events at FSAE West

2.      Finish Top 20 at FSAE West

3.      Best team in Colorado (Beat CU Boulder, CSU, and Mines)

4.      Score more than 70 points in the design event
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Introduction

This report addresses the objectives and manufacturing efforts of the 2021 Lynx Motorsports

team in order to achieve the common goal of designing and manufacturing a Formula race car, and the

decisions that have been made so far to achieve that goal, as well as the sub-defined specific goals for the

car this year. This year’s team especially aims to prepare the car to go to competition at FSAE West (in

Las Vegas, NV this year), since last year’s team was unable to go to competition due to the untimely

outbreak of the Coronavirus pandemic, which shut down all production on the car. This year’s team was

allowed to inherit the existing car to complete its manufacturing and finish in time for competition this

year, since it never made it there last year. So far, even with such a small team of seniors this year (now

down to only five senior members), the majority of the car’s work is complete. Most of the senior’s

efforts this year have been focused on developing and manufacturing a full aerodynamics package for the

car to improve vehicle handling during competition, which will make this year’s car the first car to have

an aerodynamics package since 2017. The team has completed manufacturing of the entire aerodynamics

package, which was the main goal for the majority of the seniors on the team this year, and all aero

package components can be mounted on (and removed from) the car when desired for performance and

handling improvement purposes. The car was driven for the first time on March 24, 2021, and it has been

driven and tested multiple times since then. We plan to continue testing, tuning, and putting finishing

touches on the car until our competition this summer, which will be held in Las Vegas in mid-June.

Budget

Table 1: 2020-2021 overall budget summarization
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Total $9,861.00

Administrative $300.00

Aerodynamics $1,576.00

Chassis $0.00

Driver Interface $1,000.00

Electronics $90.00

Powertrain $465.00

Suspension $1,680.00

DTM $550.00

FSAE West $4,200.00

Gantt Charts
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Suspension

Tires and Wheels

At the Formula SAE competition in 2018, a design judge from Cooper Tires vocalized to the

team, “The tires are the only part of the car that touches the ground.” This sends the message that the tires

and wheels are quite possibly the most important part of the vehicle, including parameters like size, tie

compound, fill pressure, weight, and other parameters that will be detailed in later sections. One of the

biggest design changes from the previous model of car was to decrease the size of the wheels from 13” to

10”. This provides a numerous amount of advantages including weight, handling, and cost. The latter of

the advantages saves the team approximately $100 per wheel of the car.

From a handling perspective, there are several benefits as follows. First, due to the lower radius,

the tires each have a lower polar moment of inertia, making the driver input response quicker and easier,
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which is hugely necessary for having a competitive car around a track. Second, these tires have more

lateral grip than the previous 13” wheels. An optimum K analysis of the tires show that the 10” tires can

handle more lateral force at similar slip angles of the 13” tires. Figure 1 below shows the 10” tire in pink

and 13” in blue.

Figure 1: Slip angle vs Lateral Force comparing 10in LC0 (pink) and 13in R25B (Blue)

This shows that the car is then able to handle higher lateral G force in the turn, meaning the car

can enter the turn and maintain the turn at a higher velocity, improving our time around the track. As the

weight of each tire decreased 2 lbs from the previous 13” R25B tires, this also impacted the moment of

inertia, the overall forces needed to push the car and cost.

After determining our tire diameter, it was then necessary to choose an ideal tire width. Hoosier

6.0”, 6.5”, and 7.0” tread widths for its 10” LC0 tires. The two ends of this range were tested for slip

angle, and it was decided that the 7inch tires were more optimal for the FSAE car. Having a larger surface

contact patch, the friction created increases therefore also increasing lateral grip and reducing slip. This

has the same benefits as with the lower diameter.
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Lastly, tire compound was analyzed between the new proposed LC0 compound and the previous

version of the R25B compound. Again, lateral slip was the deciding factor and yet another plot was

created to display this:

Figure 2: Slip angle vs Lateral Force comparing 10in LC0 (pink) and 10in R25B (Blue)

The plots yield very similar results, but the slip angles for the LCO are slightly lower than the

R25B, so that is the compound to be used on the car.

Because the tire parameters are incredibly influential in suspension handling characteristics,

cornering stiffness, temperature sensitivity, optimum camber settings, and optimum tire pressure were

calculated for the chosen wheels. The cornering stiffness was found to be 70lbs/deg with 0 degrees of

camber and 175 lbs of vertical force on each tire at 45 mph. Additionally, Pacejka’s (magic) tire mode

was applied to the LC0’s to characterize a tire at any value of vertical load expected on the car. The

resultant characteristics are tire cornering stiffness and spring rates. All of these calculations combined

help understand the car’s handling under given circumstances and allows us to predict when the car loses

traction.
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Kinematics

As discussed in the previous section, predicting the car’s personality under certain situations is

imperative to ensuring that the car is competitive. As 75% of all turns on the past FSAE autocross courses

are slow speed and middle speed turns as opposed to high speed turns, the ability to navigate slower speed

turns efficiently is the biggest impact on the car’s lap times. As the kinematics are developed for the car in

addition to understanding these conditions, other conditions such as overall length, front and rear track

widths, and wheelbase were also analyzed as shown below in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Example of Vehicle Wheelbase dimension

Figure 4: Example of Vehicle track width dimension
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In this analysis, the shortest wheelbase that could implement a Honda CBR 600 and a 6’2” driver

was chosen as 1550mm. Furthermore, a free body diagram in a 2g turn was created to evaluate the track

widths needed to not roll.

After these values were determined, pickup points were chosen. This was found by analyzing the

effect of camber on the car’s roll center of gravity. A low roll center is imperative to reducing weight

transfer, which reduces the risk of slip by keeping the wheels balanced on the ground as seen in figure 5

from Suspension Geometry Analysis of a Formula Varsity Race Car by Amrul Bin Omar:

Figure 5: Diagram of how changing your instantaneous roll center changes the active camber of the tire

The rear roll center was computed to be 2.5in after optimum K simulation, and the camber

changed 0.5 degree for every degree of body roll change. To reduce the risk of understeer, the roll centers

were set to be as close to the same height  as each other with the rear roll center slightly higher. For this

reason, the front roll center is 0.25in lower than the rear suspension. The following figure takes this into
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account with the tire’s camber angle.

Figure 6: Vehicle active camber during a pure chassis roll movement

Anti-roll bar:

The Anti-roll bar is designed to limit the amount of body roll in turns for better handling

characteristics. This works by allowing the steering to remain consistent in turns. In cases of body roll, toe

angle and camber are impacted by the vertical displacement change on the wheels and can cause

undesirable reactions in the characteristic handling. The anti-roll bar keeps control arms from excessive

movement and the vehicle remains within design parameters. When the control arms move sharply or the

body experiences an unexpected movement in the center of roll, the inertia of the vehicle pushes the

chassis in the tangential direction that it was traveling, causing understeer. The car starts to lift the inside

of the tires as it approaches the maximum load on the stiffness of the suspension, causing a higher loading

of the outside tires and a loss of traction on the inside. Thus optimizing the roll bar stiffness determines

how bad the car understeers or oversteers.
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Figure 7: Vertical Load vs Tire Coefficient of Friction

The spring stiffness due to torsion, KT, can be calculated as follows:

Where P is the force on the end of the anti-roll bar, R is the length of the anti-roll bar moment

arm, and ϕ is the angle of deflection. The deflection at the end of the cantilever beam, KB, can be found

by:

Where xB is the deflection at the end of the anti-roll bar, E is the Young’s modulus of the bar

material, I is  the moment of inertia of the bar,and L is the length from the bearing on the bar to the point

where the end link attaches. The overall stiffness of the anti-roll bar, KAB, can then be calculated as such:
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The anti-roll bar has been designed to be adjustable for stiffness and consists of a torsion bar, two

lever arms, two end links, two bearing bushings, two grub screws, two clevis pins, and two cotter pins to

retain the end links.

Figure 8: ARB Render
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This design allows for six levels of stiffness by allowing the end link to be positioned on different

points of the moment arms. The distance from the central rotational axis of the torsion bar and the end

link location is represented with R.

Table 2: Anti Roll Bar adjustability

The free body diagram below shows how the upward force due to roll on the outside wheel is

translated across the torsion bar and counteracted by the resulting drop of the inside wheel.

Figure 9: Free body Diagram of Anti roll bar assembly
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After doing finite element analysis on the anti-roll bar, it was found that the current torsion bar

can withstand up to 267 ft lbs of torsion and the moment arms sustain a load of 330 lbs at any hole

location.

Figure 10: Stress distribution on ARB torsion bar

Figure 11: Stress distribution of ARB drop link under 330lb force
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Table 3: Anti Roll Bar Spring Constant Adjustability

Position 1 39140 Nm/rad

Position 2 24492 Nm/rad

Position 3 16499 Nm/rad

Position 4 12000 Nm/rad

Position 5 9209 Nm/rad

Position 6 7082.11 Nm/rad

Figure 12: Anti Roll Bar completed assembly

Control Arms

The analysis of the control arms was done using the forces found acting on the tire contact patch

using optimumK. Using a free body diagram, the following suspension members were analyzed: upper
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control arm (UCA), lower control arm (LCA), tie rod (TR) and push rod (PR). All of the suspension is

fully assembled on the car at this point.

Figure 13: Lower Control Arms Welded and Assembled

Figure 14: Upper Control Arms welded and Assembled
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Steering

As it was crucial to fully construct the steering assembly, it was necessary for the car’s first drive.

These parts are complete and assembled on the car. A four-piece sheet metal bracket was designed and

fabricated to attach the rack and pinion to the chassis at an angle of 25.5° above the horizontal, as is

required for the steering column for optimal operation. The bracket was made of ⅛” 4130 chromoly steel

and is attached to a horizontal member of the chassis below the legs of the driver. The bracket attaches to

the rack and pinion using ⅜-inch SAE grade bolts.

Figure 15: Sheet metal bracket to attach rack and pinion to the chassis
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Figure 16: Final attachment of rack and pinion to the chassis

A problem area on the steering system was at the attachment site of the steering wheel to the

assembly. The steering wheel features a quick release mechanism that allows for easy removal of the

steering wheel for driver entry/exit. The quick release mechanism features a 16 spline geometry with a

single spline wider than the others to allow for proper indexing of the steering wheel. This component is

typically outsourced, but it was found that the fit was less than desirable for previous versions of the

vehicle, including difficulty to quickly remove the steering wheel and movement of the quick release hub

on the spline. Thus, the team designed a steering spline to be machined to more preferential tolerances.

Two iterations of this spline were created, one with a deeper root diameter than the other. The deeper root

diameter geometry was chosen, as the shallower root diameter spline did not fit into the mating part.

Although the geometry does not exactly match that of the quick release component, an FEA simulation
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was performed to ensure that the splines could withstand an applied torque of 100N-m. A factor of safety

of 2 was found at this component, leading to confirmation of this geometry for the spline.

Figure 17: Comparison of this year’s steering wheel attachment hub (left) to last year’s component (right)

Figure 18: The completed spline with (left) and without (right) the steering wheel quick release hub

The final component needed to be machined and designed for the steering system is the bearing

housing to support the steering wheel and rod assembly for the driver. Due to tight packaging space in

regards to the dashboard already being designed and manufactured, a “bunny ear” design was used to
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attach the support to the front roll hoop of the vehicle via mounting tabs. Alternative mounting options

lead to difficulty of the driver’s ability to enter and exit the vehicle or would provide a large amount of

weight to the part. The steering wheel position was determined from driver feedback on the previous car’s

design, and was raised to be positioned at a 17.5° angle to the vertical to properly align universal joints.

The part was chosen to be constructed from aluminum 6061 for its lighter weight and structural integrity.

A finite element analysis model was conducted to ensure the part could support all lateral and vertical

loadings under worst case scenario and yields a safety factor of 4.12.

Changes to the steering:

The steering support was changed from a “H” to a “V” shape, this was due to the large amount of

weight the original design had. The original steering support model was then uploaded to SolidWorks

generative design feature to figure out the best weight reduction and keeping the baseline safety factor of

2. The design that came from that was a “V” shape, still holding the factor of safety above two and

reducing the weight by 40%.

Although the “V” shape worked, it did not meet 2021 FSAE rules, so another “V” shape support

was designed at a more aggressive 21 degree angle to make sure the support clears all rules.
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Figure 19: The new steering support attached to the steering wheel (V-shaped)

Figure 20: Steering spline
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Figure 21: The completed driver interface setup

Figure 22: The completed driver interface setup, working dash
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Chassis

Figure 23: Current Chassis Model Render

The chassis is the main component that brings the entirety of the FSAE project together, acting as

the skeletal system that every other manufactured component in the project will be attached to. In addition

to acting as a centralized hub for component connections, the most important duty of the chassis is to

protect the driver. Due to FSAE releasing rules enabling the re-use of a chassis from the year prior, the

chassis for the 2021 year has remained the same. The following is an overview of the work done in 2019

to produce the current chassis. Figure 51 from version 1.0 of the FSAE 2021 rules shows how the driver

will be protected within the chassis.
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Figure 24: Driver’s compartment Rules

The 2021 chassis is composed of over 50 structural members, weighing in at 68 lbs. A substantial

reduction in weight over 2018-2019 year’s chassis design, which was 74 lbs. The chassis comprises three

main transverse tubing planes that are adjoined to each other with several longitudinal tubing members,

including the critical side-impact members. The three main transverse tubing planes are: the front

bulkhead, the front roll hoop, and the rear roll hoop.

Per the 2021 FSAE rule set, four main tubing sizes have been deemed acceptable for the

manufacture of the chassis for the 2021 competition. Table 4 lists these tubing sizes as their outside

diameters and respective wall thicknesses.

Table 4: FSAE 2021 required tubing outside diameters and wall thicknesses.

For the design, the team has decided to forgo any design considerations that would include the

1.375 inch outside diameter tubing size, and instead focus on the three 1.0 inch outside diameter tubing

sizes for shear simplicity. Several constraints are outlined within the 2021 rule set that dictate specific

tubing sizes that must be utilized in certain positions on the chassis. Our design went with the default

tubing wall thickness size as dictated by the 2021 FSAE rule set. Figure 23 depicts the current

configuration of tubing size selections as per FSAE rules. Green representing the largest wall thickness,

and yellow being the thinnest.
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Figure 25: Chassis model with colorized tubing members representative of size.

In addition to the dimensional constraints that have been placed on the selection of tubing sizes,

several material property considerations must also be made per the FSAE 2021 rules. FSAE sets

requirements that state any steel used in the manufacture of the chassis must meet or exceed minimum

values for: elastic moduli, along with the respective ultimate and yield strengths. To adhere to these

guidelines, the entirety of the chassis was manufactured out of readily available 4130N Cr-Mo aircraft

grade steel tubing.

Analysis of the chassis was done using the ANSYS 2019R2 software package. This software

allows our team to upload a 3D chassis model so that finite element analysis may be run. The main

objective with the ANSYS software is to analyze the frame’s compliance through a torsion test. This

torsion test aims to replicate the forces exerted from the tires’ contact patches to the frame. The forces are

diagrammed in figure 24 at points B and C, with the rear of the car simply supported at the rear bulkhead

corresponding to position A.
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Figure 26: Chassis torsional rigidity test

The units of measurement for this torsional rigidity test are in ft-lb/degree. The 2018-2019 Lynx

Motorsports vehicle claimed a (simulated) 1340 ft-lb/degree. A tutorial published by ANSYS for

developing FEA simulations for the FSAE chassis was followed. Prescribing a 1 degree deformation

along the line between the two front tire contact patches, the torsional stiffness comes out to 921

ft-lb/degree. The 31% reduction in stiffness could be attributed to the reduction in frame members to

lighten the chassis or a different design of the FEA test, or even a use of ANSYS instead of Solidworks.

Stiffness and weight are tradeoffs that must be taken into consideration as the iterations of the chassis

design.

Future testing of the chassis will incorporate suspension team, in order to ensure the rigidity of

the frame is negligible relative to the current suspension kinematics.
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Figure 27: Current Manufactured Chassis

As it stands, the current chassis was “approved for manufacture”, and the required documentation

was provided to the material supplier, VR3. VR3 sectioned and coped the 73 structural members required

for the chassis manufacture. The chassis was completed in February of 2020. With the completion of the

chassis there were a few issues that arose. The installation and removal of the engine proved to be

difficult and time consuming and poor jigging of the chassis caused certain suspension pickup points to

shift. Installation and removal of the engine is not a large concern and does not require a redesign. The

shifting of suspension pickup points was negligible and could be fixed with the adjustment of tab

positioning. The issues must be taken into consideration for the next iteration of the chassis design
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Current Car Status
The first drive took place on March 24, 2021 and has been tested various times since then. The

car is currently stripped down to just the bare chassis and has been sent off to powder coating for a week

at one of our generous sponsors who is willing to give a considerable discount for that service. This is a

rather large upgrade from previous years where the team has had to spray paint the chassis themselves

with rattle cans. The issue with that is that it is difficult to prep properly and the paint chips off and

scrapes really easily with wear and tear. However, with a powder coat, the team doesn’t have to worry

about this because it will be much more durable and will make the chassis look much nicer and will make

its finish last longer.

Prior to stripping it down to the bare chassis this past weekend, the car was fully drivable and the

team had begun testing and gathering suspension data, etc. Once the chassis comes back from powder

coating, the team will reassemble the entire car within a couple days and the car will be back to being

tested as often as possible and tweaks will continue to be made thereafter while the body gets finished

being manufactured and the livery and cosmetics are decided upon. At that point, the team will be ready

to take the car to competition in Las Vegas, NV in mid June this summer.

Figure 28: First Drive - March 24, 2021
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Powertrain

Figure 29: Engine in the chassis, fully drivable

The engine for this year is the same as previous years with it being the 2007-2012 generation

Honda CBR600RR. With 4 years of experience on this platform, The team will continue to improve the

reliability during competition. The intake was developed and manufactured in 2019 and will be used

again this year because of  the lack of manpower or time to re-develop and re-manufacture these parts.

The engine will be using the Motec M130 ECU (Engine Control Unit) with the Motec PDM15. The

Pingle shifting system will be used again this year as well and gear changes will be through shifter

paddles on the steering wheel. The current powertrain assembly is shown above.

Ideally, a CBR600RR engine should produce compression of 180 psi across all four cylinders.

The previous engine produces compression of 155 psi when warm. The current CBR600RR engine was

tested and produced compression of above 160 psi. The previous engine was not used from 2018 to 2020
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due to fears of overheating damage during the endurance portion of competition. With more research into

the operating temperature of the CBR600RR engines and data collected from the Motec Dash data logger,

it was concluded that the engine was keeping in a safe operating temperature range. The team had

originally decided to use this engine for this year. However, the team was forced to use the other (current)

engine this year afterall because unfortunately when the original engine was started before the first drive,

the engine was damaged due to there being a small piece of a shop towel left inside the oil pan that got

sucked up into one of the valves and caused extensive internal engine damage. This shop towel must’ve

been left in there back from 2018 and unfortunately the team did not think to check inside before it was

started up for the first couple of times, resulting in the damage. Luckily, the second (current) engine was

fully operational and was able to be easily swapped with the damaged one. The damaged engine will most

likely be rebuilt in a future year’s team.

After the engines were swapped, the car was started up and idled, and the following night on

March 24, 2021 was the car’s first drive, which was a success. The car is fully drivable and has been

driven and taken to testing multiple times since that night.

Exhaust

The exhaust system on the car is manufactured and welded and in place. The primaries,

collectors, bends and O2 sensor bung are all welded in. But, as expected, the main headers are in slightly

different configuration as originally designed, I wanted the primaries to be equal length, but this proved

impossible due to the very restricted space behind the driver seat area as a battery box and fuel tank must

also share this space. The outlet pipe after the collectors were once again rerouted to be close to the

original design from 2019. The exhaust outlet piping now again flows under the rear drive axle and along

to the final elbow and muffler. The O2 sensor is now located on the pipe to fit just behind the oil pan. The

manufacturer requirements for installing the sensor dictate that it cannot be oriented vertically, or sensor
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damage will occur, So the bung has been welded and sensor installed in a horizontal fashion. The rear

muffler mount tab will be installed to support the weight of the piping with the muffler. The quick

releasing slip-joint has been reinforced and installed between header and outlet elbow to provide more

robustness here.

Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the current design of the exhaust header primaries. The closeness

to the fuel tank can be noticed in these pictures. FSAE regulations dictate that there needs to be one inch

of clearance between exhaust components and the fuel tank.

Figure 30: Exhaust primaries from the right side of the car
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Figure 31: Primaries as viewed from left side of car

Figure 32 shows the collector assembly. All of the primaries meet here where cylinders 1 and 4

collect together as well as cylinders 2 and 3. Just after this collection, a second collector is directly welded

to the first two, effectively combining the outputs of the first two sets of collectors down into one single

outlet pipe. Also note, this is where the assembly was rotated by 45 degrees in order to fit between the

chassis and the engine.
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Figure 32: A top-down view of the collector assembly installed in the vehicle

Figures 33, 34 and 35 are pictures of the completed exhaust assembly, removed from the vehicle.
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Figure 33: A top-down view of the exhaust manifold and collector assembly, removed from the vehicle

Figure 34: A view of the complete exhaust
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Figure 35: Left side of complete exhaust assembly, removed from the vehicle

Wheel inserts

The project of wheel inserts are to be completed as well. A carbon fiber wheel with an open

center will be used for acceleration competition. These inserts are designed to be changed easily

depending on spindle and hub design and for specific competition requirements. The car currently has

center-lock design, which is a bit heavier of an insert than what a lug bolt design would be, but makes it

quicker to change wheel and tire combinations. Three designs were made based on a pattern of an old lug

bolt design, all of the measurements were used as guidance to create a center-lock design with the proper

measurements to offset the wheel from making contact with the brake caliper and corresponding chassis

parts.

The following is the third iteration for a wheel center design. It was used for FEA analysis. The

bolt hole pattern was kept, but increased the amount of material under the mounting hole, and reduced the

inner hub diameter by the same amount to try to reduce weight as much as possible. The total amount
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added under the mounting holes and subtracted from the inner diameter was 4.76 mm, this was used to

“center” the bolt hole along the radius of the outer mounting ring. See Figure 36 for the front view and

Figure 37 for the rear view of the Solidworks design of the hub.

Figure 36: Final design for FEA analysis, front view
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Figure 37: Final design for FEA, rear view

FEA analysis was performed on the 3-D model. A carbon fiber model of the wheel was created,

the tire 3-D model and the wheel center were all used to create an assembly in SolidWorks to perform the

FEA analysis. To simulate the highest amount of loading, the tire was converted to a “metal” tire to

ensure zero flexibility and the entire weight of the vehicle was used to calculate two-times the g-force for

a single wheel center. A Von Mises stress of 257.52 Mpa and 258.487 Mpa respectively for the following

tests. See Figures 38 and 39.
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Figure 38: A force of 2-times vehicle weight at center of hub, with locked wheel for boundary conditions

Figure 39: Wheel center hub locked and 2-times vehicle weight as pressure on tire sidewall

The wheel center was then 3-D printed to verify fitment to the wheel and hub before manufacture

of metal wheel inserts. Figure 40, 41 and 42 shows the PLA insert, but the additive manufacturing

department did not use supports on the print, and some slight spaghettification was found on the inside of

the outer surface of the insert. The final, metal parts will still need to be manufactured after topology

optimization has been performed on the current design.
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Figure 40: Outer surface of PLA printed wheel center

Figure 41: Inner surface of PLA printed wheel center
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Figure 42: Side view of PLA printed wheel center

The following pictures show the PLA printed wheel center test-fitted into the carbon fiber wheel.

See Figures 43 and 44.
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Figure 43: Outer view of wheel and PLA wheel center
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Figure 44: Inner view of wheel and PLA wheel center

Fuel System

The 2021 FSAE car is continuing to use E85 as the primary fuel. E85 allows for more timing

advance when tuning the engine without producing knock. Advancing timing allows the engine to

produce more power. The plan is to incorporate a flex fuel sensor this year which will help the engine

control unit determine the ethanol content of the fuel. The reason for this is due to the ethanol content

varying from 51% to 83% ethanol (Fueleconomy.gov, 2019). With the sensor the engine control unit can

adjust timing and fuel to maintain optimum performance.
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Figure 45: Current Design of Fuel Tank

This year the team will be incorporating a composite fuel tank to reduce the overall weight of the

car. The current design is shown in Figure 45. The materials that were originally chosen to use were

fiberglass due to its price over carbon fiber. The fuel tank has a volume of 2.2 gallons and was intended to

use an ethanol resistant epoxy resin.

In 2019 the car had a fuel tank with a 2 gallon capacity which allowed us to finish endurance but

due to poor design, the engine was starving while turning. The fuel tank will incorporate a tapered bottom

to help direct fuel to one central portion within the tank, this should help the fuel pump have a constant

feed of E85 through hard cornering.

Another problem that was observed with the 2019 fuel tank was that air bubbles would form

when the fuel tank was refueled. The bubbles did not allow us to fill the tank completely unless the tank

was moved from side to side in order to release the air. A solution to this problem is incorporated in the

new fuel tank where the top of the tank is tapered to one central point where the fuel filler neck attaches to
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the tank. The thought behind this design is that as fuel is poured into the tank, the air should be allowed to

escape up to the tapered end instead of just meeting a flat surface and becoming trapped in corners of the

fuel tank.

Baffles have been created for the fuel tank but it seems as though it would be difficult to

incorporate the baffles into a mold of the fuel tank. The baffles were created separately and then molded

into the bottom portion of the tank.

Figure 46: Fuel Tank Placement in Car From a Top Down View

The fuel tank was placed as low as possible within the car to keep the center of gravity low and it

will be behind the driver, on the left side of the car (looking from the rear end towards the front of the car)

to keep it away from the exhaust which is located on the right side of the car and to make room for the

battery. A top down view of the fuel tank’s location is shown in Figure 46 in order to prevent the fuel

from heating a heat shield will be placed over the exhaust and the fuel tank will have thermal insulation

tape around the sections exposed to radiating heat from the exhaust.
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The tank was manufactured in two halves, the top half and the bottom half. The mold was created

with little to no draft angle in order to allow the fiberglass parts to still be joined. This however created

many issues with releasing the parts and ended with the destruction of the molds and minor delamination

in the fiberglass layers. With the fuel tank almost completed there is time to address the issues in a second

design.

Other components of the fuel system include the external fuel pump which were used again from

last year, an E85 compatible plastic pick up tube inside the tank, steel braided hoses, a primary fuel filter,

a fuel pressure regulator, the fuel rail which got anodized as well, and the four fuel injectors. A drain bolt

will be required for the bottom of the tank as well. The fuel filler neck will be made from fiberglass as

well, and will be made using a female mold which will also be made from MDF board.

Figure 47: Old  fiberglass Fuel Tank
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The main goal with the fuel tank right now is to assemble it and install it in the car before

November 10th. Currently all of the fuel tank pieces have been manufactured and have been installed in

the car. It is fully operational.

Figure 48: Two halves of the filler neck. Figure 49: Filler neck mold

Update on the Tank, the Fuel Tank - The Aluminum Edition:

The fiberglass fuel tank was scrapped and made with aluminum, this was due to leaks and

placement being too close and touching the new exhaust setup. The filler neck is also made from

aluminum, thus eliminating the need to coat anything with E85 compliant resin/epoxy. The fuel tank has

been mounted and has had a single leak, which was fixed the very next day after testing. The fuel tank

still meets and exceeds FSAE 2021 rules and is within the firewall specifications.
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Figure 50: Side view of new fuel tank

Figure 51: Aluminum fuel tank and  Filler neck, before installation
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Cooling System

The main objective of the cooling system is to reject heat produced by the internal combustion

engine (ICE).  The heat produced by the combustion of fuel inside the cylinders is transferred to the

surrounding components of the engine. The cooling system and radiator specifically acts as a heat

exchanger by circulating a liquid engine coolant throughout the system that absorbs heat produced by the

ICE. This then maintains a specific operating temperature and prevents components of the engine from

overheating while maximizing engine efficiency.

The cooling system has six major components. The water jacket that surrounds the engine block,

a water pump, a thermostat, the radiator, an engine coolant circulating the system, and a fan. The water

jacket is a series of openings through the main engine block that surrounds the cylinders and cylinder

heads to allow heat transfer from these components to the coolant fluid. The water pump uses a propeller

blade and centrifugal force to deliver coolant into the engine. The pump is driven by the drive belt so the

flow rate of coolant from the pump is determined by the RPM of the engine. The thermostat works with

the pump to regulate how much coolant is recirculated into the engine based on the temperature of the

coolant. The thermostat acts as a gate valve between the radiator and engine block. When this gate is

closed the coolant is blocked from traveling to the radiator and circulates the water jacket usually when

the engine is cold. The gate is opened when the engine starts to get hot, now the hot coolant travels to the

radiator where it can be cooled again by the radiator and fan allowing the overheating engine to come

back down to a stable operating temperature and the cycle repeats. The thermostat is set to open at 185 °F

on our CBR600RR engine. 2020’s FSAE rules require the coolant for our system to be water.

The radiator stands out as the main way this system aids in the dissipation of heat from this cycle.

The material of the radiator is important to consider because of the material's thermal conductivity. Most

radiators are made from aluminum today because of its ability to transfer heat well. This higher value of

thermal conductivity allows an increase in the rate of heat transfer possible to surroundings when

compared to other materials with a lower thermal conductivity. The radiator has cores which the coolant
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flows through from one side of the radiator to the other. Different radiators have a varying amount of

cores depending on radiator size which is an important design consideration when selecting a radiator that

will adequately reject enough heat. Attached to these cores are also a varying amount of fins which

increase the surface area of the cores allowing more heat to be rejected from the radiator. The radiator

leads to the engine through inlet and outlet coolant hoses that completes the circuit. On top of this a fan is

placed behind the radiator to aid in cooling the system effectively.

The challenging design aspect of the cooling system is determining the amount of heat that needs

to be rejected from the system. Heat transfer approximations based on several variables including radiator

specifications such as the overall size of the radiator, the number of cores, the number of fins, and fluid

properties of coolant and ambient temperatures will be made to determine the amount of heat a cooling

system will be able to reject .The amount of heat being produced by the engine will be determined by the

total power output of the engine. The cooling system will see approximately 50% of the heat generated

with the notion that the other half of the heat generated is split with the exhaust. The estimated heat

generation the cooling system will see for our 70 hp CBR600RR engine is roughly 26,100 watts. In order

to make the radiator heat transfer calculation an excel spreadsheet was created to determine how much

heat would be rejected for any potential radiator given its required specifications. The governing equation

of this calculation will be the following:

𝑄 = 𝑈𝐴(𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷)𝐹

Where the total heat transfer is, Q, the overall heat transfer coefficient is, UA, the log mean

temperature difference is, LMTD, and the correction factor is, F, given that most commercially available

radiators use a crossflow pattern rather than a tradition counter flow pattern a correction factor was

necessary for calculations. This value for F was obtained from A Heat Transfer Textbook.

2020’s team has decided that it is unnecessary to run side pods for cooling purposes on this year's

vehicle and it will not be a contributing factor to the cooling system. While at higher speeds sidepods aid

in the channeling of air to be pushed through the radiator more efficiently thus aiding in cooling, at our
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low speeds it is not needed. Since this was decided a redesign of 2019’s cooling system is necessary due

to the fact it was designed to be packaged inside of a sidepod, this can be seen in Figure 52.

Figure 52: 2019’s cooling system design packaged for sidepods

With 2020’s more simplistic approach last year's design components such as the radiator

mounting position, the location of the radiator’s inlet and outlet connections, and the shroud design were

changed. The first design that was implemented of these three was the radiator mounting position, initially

it was designed to be inline with the roll hoop. Under further inspection it was realized that the radiator

shroud was interfering with the rear tire. The radiator mounts were moved forward along the chassis and

two steel chassis tabs and two aluminum radiator tabs were welded to their designated locations. To give

the undertray enough clearance from the radiator an aluminum bracket was used to connect the two

bottom tabs and give the radiator some height. Shown in Figure 53 is the new mounting configuration.
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Figure 53: 2020’s radiator mounting

The second design change that was done was the change in the orientation of the radiator itself

and specifically the inlet and outlet connections on the radiator. Since the radiator is perpendicular to the

airstream now instead of a 45 degree angle the positions of the connections were cut and rewelded to

allow easier hose routing and a new shroud design that will cover the open radiator. Figure 54 shows the

new hose routing and connection orientation.
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Figure 54: 2020’s radiator hose routing and connections

Lastly the shroud redesign is in the process of being completed. This year's design will have a

basic shape that will mount over the radiators core and house the fan making an airtight space that will

help channel airflow to cool the radiator. A mold was made of two separate pieces of medium density

fiberboard. These two pieces were machined from the shopbot at the university and once completed the

top of the shroud where the fan is housed was glued on to the bottom section of the mold that meets with

the radiator. Wooden dowels were then inserted into the mold joining the two. After this the mold had

bondo applied to any gaps and overlaps that was caused by joining the two sections and was sanded down

achieving one seamless and continuous mold. Shown below is 2020’s radiator MDF mold before sanding.
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Figure 55: 2020’s radiator MDF mold pre sanding

After the sanding the mold was ready to be vacuum bagged and the fiberglass wet layup was completed to

be the female mold. Shown in figure 56.

Figure 56 : Fiberglass mold
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A mold release agent was used prior to the carbon fiber layup inside the fiberglass mold, unfortunately

once the carbon fiber layup was done it wouldn’t release from the fiberglass mold and the part failed.

Figure 57: Failed shroud mold
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Figure 58: Failed shroud mold

After the part failed it was decided in order to make up for the lost time the MDF mold would be bagged

and the carbon fiber layup would be done directly over it. This mold came out successfully and the

radiator fan was installed to the carbon fiber shroud as shown below.
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Figure 59 :Radiator fan installed
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Figure 60: Fan mounted to shroud

Due to the speeds the team is traveling at these redesigns, having no side pods will not have a

negative effect based on the cooling performance of this year's vehicle, given that our current radiator has

been tested and shows it can adequately cool even without a fan shroud and sidepods. While this redesign

will neither positively or negatively affect the cooling system for the vehicle, it will negatively impact the

vehicle on the continuous goal of drag reduction, seeing as side pods aid greatly as a drag reduction

device. While positioning the radiator perpendicular to the airstream yields well in cooling, it is the worst

position for minimizing the coefficient of drag. A decision has been made based on time, finances, and

resources to move forward with the exposed radiator and to exclude side pods. The next and final task to

be completed is the mounting of the shroud to the radiator.
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Aerodynamics

Figure 61: Assembled Aerodynamics Package Mounted on the Car for Day #1 of its Testing

Figure 62: Render of the Aerodynamics Package Design
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Brief summary from the beginning:

As the 2020 team completed most components of the car, the majority of the 2021 team seeks to

delve into analyzing, validating, and constructing a comprehensive aerodynamic package. The

preliminary front wing, rear wing, and the body designs were all handed down from the 2019-2020 Lynx

Motorsports team, since that team was never able to finish the car and unable to compete at competition

with it due to the pandemic. The team has picked up where the 2019 team were forced to leave off by

beginning to inspect the previous front and rear wing designs as well as starting preliminary research on

constructing an undertray, since that was never fully developed correctly in the past. While the 2020 team

made exceptional progress, the team has decided to shelve several components that have gone un-tested

or considered too costworthy to continue to produce. From here, the 2021 team has been reevaluating and

performing CFD analysis on the existing, untested designs that were created in Solidworks last year, and

redesigning as necessary.

A Step Forward, Spring 2021:

The aero team has completed all redesigns, individual testing and is now working towards

validation. Now until the competition, the aero team will be working on manufacturing each part and

mounting it on the car as well as finalizing aero-balancing. Aero-balancing will be utilizing Star CCM+

software that was acquired at the end of February, this will allow the full car model to be tested under a

full range of conditions from variable velocities to crosswinds, all while static and dynamic.  The current

software that was being used before the acquisition of Star CCM+ was Autodesk CFD. Autodesk was

used for the first few iterations of aero-balancing. The current results of 433 N of downforce, the aero
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team has met and exceeded our goal of 400 N by 8% and found the center of pressure.

Figure 63: Current Center of Pressure, based off of Autodesk CFD

Segway into the end of spring, 2021:

Getting Star CCM+ to work has been like pulling teeth and instead of teeth its every bone in a

human body. While getting Star CCM+, it was an outdated copy, thus all of the previous models from

years ago were not going to work. While reaching out to IT, the aero team had learned the license was

expired and took a week to figure out that mess. Still without an updated version of Star CCm+, the aero

team has decided to do what they can and utilize Autodesk CFD and compare validation numbers with

what Autodesk CFD is predicting.

The aero team is planning to validate near the end of the semester with the entire aero package in

top tier shape. The team is planning on using linear potentiometers to test the linear distance the

suspension travels without and with aero on the car, this will allow the team to see changes in down force

applied on the car as it drives. Stringers or stringing is another validation technique the aero team is going

to be using to test the aero of the car, this will allow to see in real time any flow sperations. These

techniques are low cost ways to validate aero, as well as skid pad. Skid pad is going to showcase speed

and stopping.
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As of now, the aero team is nearing a complete package, minus a few minor details. The rear wing

assembly is complete, the undertray is able to be mounted to the car but requires some additions, and the

front wing is fully assembled, but requires cosmetic alterations and new brackets to be made to prevent it

from scraping the ground. The aero package as a whole is expected to be fully complete and to begin

testing for data within the month of May.

Equations:

The equations used below are using (Las Vegas, NV) as the location, since this is the new competition

location:

Reynolds number (Re) = , where = density of air, V = velocity, c = chord length, and =ρ𝑉𝑐
µ ρ µ

dynamic viscosity (taken at 70 degrees Fahrenheit)

Coefficient of lift (Cl) = where L = lift force𝐿

ρ𝑉2(𝐴/2)
,

Coefficient of drag (CD) =
2𝐹

𝐷

ρ𝐴𝑉2

Velocity (V) at 20 m/s (44.7387 Mph)

Frontal Area A = 1.17836 m 2

Air density (ρ) = 1.13288 kg/m3, at an altitude of 610 m (2001 ft)

101185 Pa, at an altitude of 610 m (2001 ft)𝑃
𝑎𝑡𝑚

=
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NOTE: Atmospheric pressure and air density for computational flow dynamics (CFD) simulations were

selected to be adjusted to an altitude of 2001 ft. This altitude was chosen because it’s approximately the

altitude of the competition location in Las Vegas, Nv. This way, it was calculated that the values should be

representative as to how the car should handle aerodynamically through testing once the aerodynamics

package is manufactured and assembled on the car.

During winter break, the aero team began working on the manufacturing stage of the

aerodynamics package. The team began with 3d printing prototypes of the internal structures of both the

front and the rear wing’s main elements. Then carbon fiber layups for the front and rear wing’s end plates.

Those needed foam core sheets (¼” thick high density polypropylene foam) that needed to be cut to

tolerance, so the layups were a multistage process so the foam could be laid up inside the carbon fiber

(90-45-90-foam-90-45-90 orientation of the overall layup of carbon fiber), then began machining the

molds for the front wing secondary elements, followed by the molds for the main element of the rear

wing, finishing off with the rear wing secondary element molds. Foam inserts of the smaller elements for

both wings were then cut with a jig that we had to design and machine, and a hot wire cutter. A mounting

component will also have to be 3D printed for the rear wing last, since it will have to be custom designed

to suit the wing’s position on the chassis after it has been primarily assembled before it mounts to its final

position on the car. Saving the undertray’s layup for near last, due to budgetary uncertainty and time

restrictions. The undertray ended up only requiring a few jigs so that it could be manufactured as a series

of flat layups and spliced together. Manufacturing has begun on the jigs and molds for the undertray and

the team is about to begin to do the necessary layups for it very soon. Although the undertray has now

been just 2019’s undertray modified to the extreme due to the manufacturing of the spring designs

undertray.

The manufacturing of the body will be the very last effort out of all of the aero package; not

because it isn’t essential to be able to compete, but it will be a massive undertaking that will require a lot
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of manpower, time, material, and space in the composites room. The body jig has been made and if

currently in the middle of making the fiberglass plug

Front Wing

The front wing is an important (if not the most important) aerodynamic component on the car.

This wing directs air to the undertray, radiator, and rear wing. In addition, the front wing keeps the front

tires free of turbulence. Often this turbulent zone around the tires is often referred to as “dirty air”. This

dirty air at the front tires can produce undesirable effects on driver feel, most importantly steering. One of

our goals was to minimize the “dirty air” turbulence.

The front wing will be more efficient than the rear wing because of its proximity to the ground.

The gap between the wing and the ground is preferred to be smaller so that it accelerates the air. This

creates a low-pressure region belows the wing that increases negative lift. In addition, drag is reduced

because the ground interrupts wingtip turbulence. This had to be balanced with required ride height so

that components are not hitting the ground. SAE rule V.1.4.1 states “Ground clearance must be sufficient

to prevent any portion of the vehicle except the tires from touching the ground during dynamic events''.

Discussion with the suspension team will be had to ensure that the rules are met. For our simulations the

height is set to 2.5 inches.

The front wing has a positive angle of attack. While this may seem surprising, it ensures the air

guided under the car into the undertray. The combination of all elements still creates a negative lift force,

i.e., downforce.

The front wing was inherited from FSAE 2020. Because the team did not make it to competition,

using this design is within FSAE rules. FSAE 2020 did a great job designing the wing, but had room for
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improvement. Most design changes came within the internal design, although major design changes on

the surface exposed to the airflow include:

● Maximize the surface area of the secondary elements, within the FSAE bounding box

rules.

● S1223 airfoil implemented

● “half tube” on endcap

1st Design Iteration vs Final Design

Figure 64: 1st Iteration image (front view) Figure 65: Final Design (front view)

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

The initial Solidworks front wing designs produce an inaccurate CFD.  Some of the parts in the

assembly are made using “surfaces”, which the Solidworks CFD has a hard time detecting.  The initial

flow simulation was manipulated to run, just to approximate a result.  In Figure 66 below, shows that the

flow trajectories are only running over part of the assembly in iteration 1.
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Figure 66: Missing flow streams

These flow streams should be consistent throughout the model, so the model was rebuilt with

solid parts vs surface, and an S1223 foil so that there was a solid datum to proceed with.

Below in Figure 67, undesired vortices coming off the back of the flow trajectory are seen. This

is the dirty air referenced previously. Future designs iterations were needed to solve this issue.

Figure 67: Iteration 1 flow trajectory (rear view)
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2nd Design Iteration:

The most notable design change was the half tube on the bottom of the outboard end cap. As

seen in the 2nd iteration below (Figure 68):

Figure 68: Half tube presented

The half tube at the bottom edge of the wing generates a vortex which helps seal the front wing

from pressure compensation (the “desire” of the pressure to self adjust to make up for pressure changes).

Without the half tube, there is a pressure difference from the free stream pressure to the low pressure

under the wing. The flow is turned inside and the pressure under the wing increases, making the wing

less efficient. The half tube decreases this phenomenon. The vortex created inside the tube acts like a

barrier. The flow that gets turned inside must pass through the vortex before it can get under the wing,

reducing the amount of air flowing under the wing from the side. This increases efficiency. Figure 69

below shows the flow trajectories with the half tube implemented.
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Figure 69: Half tube flow trajectories

The S1223 airfoil seen in Figure 70 below was implemented in all simulations following iteration

2.  Typical airfoils perform great at high Re, but FSAE airfoils see relatively low velocity which results in

a low Re. This airfoil has superior characteristics with regards to the low Reynolds number (Re)  in the

FSAE environment.

Figure 70: S1223 airfoil

CFD results after the S1223 implementation and half tubes can be seen in Figure 71 below.
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Figure 71: CFD results after S1223 implementation

Results after the lower S1223 foils were enlarged are presented below in Figure 72.

Figure 72: S1223, enlarged results

In both figures above, absolute values should be considered, due to the axis’ in solidworks.

In Table 6, the improvement in downforce throughout iterations.
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Table 5: Iteration comparison

The above values from iteration 2-3 look like a drastic improvement, but it should be noted that

the second iteration was performed with the original model made of surfaces.  In addition iteration one

would not successfully complete the simulation due to design problems in Solidworks. The third iteration

has the S1223 foil as a solid part, and Solidworks was able to identify and perform the CFD correctly on

these parts alone.

Surface Area used in Cd, and Cl calculations (A)

Final frontal surface area (A)  ≈ 428.855 in2

TARGET CL < 3.0

Actual final value = 3.80239

TARGET CD > 1.5

Actual final value = 1.30132

Although the coefficient of lift was not attained, the overall lift was satisfactory, and deadlines

forced the team to move on.  The drag coefficient was less important due to lower top speeds. If the actual

drag value and coefficient values were alarmingly high, the whole foil placement and design would have

been addressed.
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Third Iteration vs  (final) Design Iteration:

The secondary, lower airfoil was enlarged to maximize surface area while remaining within

bounding boxes.  This change allowed for easier manufacturing because all secondary foils are the same

size, creating the need for just one mold. A visual comparison between iteration 3 and the final design can

be seen below in Figures 73 and 74.

.

Figure 73: Iteration 3, S1223 airfoil Figure 74: Final Design (S1223 enlarged)

Front Wing Main Element  Internal Design

Brackets have been added with adjustment capability to ensure the most downforce and least

amount of drag in a straightaway, while providing adjustability of the attack angle to work in concert with

the suspension providing stability in higher speed corners. These brackets were bolted to holes drilled,
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and tapped for eight 10-32 bolts in the center rib, as the main attachment points to the chassis.

Figure 75: Adjustable attachment points Figure 76: Manufactured brackets

Final adjustments are being made to the truss design as it was found that under extreme braking

and hard cornering the bottom of the endplates scrape on the ground as seen in Figure 77.  In addition,

the holes in the truss that mount to the brackets do not line up when the angle of attack configuration is

changed as seen in Figure 78. A slot with a radius will be implemented on the truss to solve this issue.

Figure 77: Scraping endplates Figure 78: Truss misalignment

Internal strengthening components have been added and improved. Initially square beams were

used to prevent torsion as seen below in Figure 79. This design was scrapped for fear the square bar

would round out the holes.  In addition a dry fit proved that there was minimal torsional prevention.
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Figure 80 shows the new c-channel design. It is imperative that the ribs and c-channel  for maximum

structural strength.

Figure 79: Square tube setup Figure 80: Spar/c-channel setup

Front Wing Main Element Manufacturing

Endplate ribs have been printed using split technique as seen in Figure 81.  Initially this version

of the part was not desirable because the split point is a stress concentration. Aluminum ribs were

considered, but the downside of aluminum vs. PETG, is weight.  After further analysis, it was determined

that the strength of the main element came from the part as a whole.  The stress would not be distributed

over just the split, but over the entire bonding surface, and the PETG part was implemented.

Figure 81: Split rib end plate design
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The middle ribs of which the brackets were bolted to, were drawn up in solidworks, CAM’ed in

Autodesk Fusion 360, and machined from 6065 Aluminum stock.  Tabs were utilized in Fusion to keep

the part connected to the stock, and to keep tie down points usable (Figure 82). The tabs were cut off and

deburred to get the final parts seen in Figure 83.

Figure 82: Stock tie down Figure 83: Finalized middle ribs

Leading edge c-channels can be seen in Figure 84 below. Final length, and base were trimmed,

along with the tabs on the end.
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Figure 84: carbon fiber c-channel, before post-processing

The tabs fit through the slots as seen in Figure 85 in the rib giving us a total trailing edge length.

The tabs overlapped each other and were bonded with the same resin used in the carbon fiber layups.

Figure 85: overlapping tabs (trailing edge spar removed for display purposes only)

The outboard carbon fiber end plates were laid up. Figure 86 below represents both endplates.

This layup was cut in half  and trimmed to finalize. After both endplates were finalized, t-nuts were

inserted on the backside of the ABS endplate ribs using a soldering iron to heat set the t-nuts. Figure 87

shows a dry fit with the main element and endplates in place.
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Figure 86: endcap layup Figure 87: dry fit

Figure 88 shows the main element, which was laid up last year, and finalized at the end of this

semester.  This portion was the most labor intensive. Cleco panel holding system was used to adhere the

“skin” (carbon fiber) to the internal ribs (Fornell [29]). The openings for the truss brackets were found

with “hole finders” supplied by Kevin Fornell. The position was determined, and the brackets were bolted

to the center ribs using 10-32 screws where the 10 refers to the size and the 32 refers to the threads per

inch.  Grade 8 screws were used taking advantage of the strength of alloy steel.  These screws are small

enough that the weight consideration is negligible compared to lower grade screws.
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Figure 88: main element

Cleco Panel System

The general concept of the Cleco system is to drill 1/8" holes in the carbon fiber skin.  The Clecos

slide through the holes compressed with special pliers. Upon releasing the Cleco pliers, the Clecos

expand in diameter and contract in length, pulling two surfaces together. The drilled holes were evenly

located along the spars and ribs.  Before drilling, the spars and ribs were measured, and located on the

skin with masking tape.  Before any bonding was attempted, Clecos inserted without bonding resin.  This

allowed us to make fine adjustments to get the internal assembly as square as possible. In Figure 89, the

bottom of the main element has been dry fit, with the top surface prepped and ready for the same

treatment.
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Figure 89: Cleco dry fit

After performing a dry fit, the contact surfaces were sanded and wetted as seen in Figure 90

Figure 90: Carbon fiber bonding preparation
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The internal structure was inserted into the skin and the Cleco’s were applied as seen in Figure

91.

Figure 91: Cleco application

The trailing edge was sealed with resin, and clamped with MDF boards resulting in the final

assembly seen in Figure 92, left to cure overnight.

Figure 92: final main element assembly left to cure
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Front Wing Secondary Element Manufacturing

3D printed internal endcaps seen in Figure 93 are lightweight and allow for robust mounting

points.  Because the 3D prints are thermoplastic the team was able to heat the t-nuts and sink them into

place. Figure 94 shows the t-nuts on a disposable part.  For proof of concept and  presentation purposes

only.

Figure 93: secondary end caps Figure 94: T-nut heat sink proof of concept

The t-nuts were installed on the inboard side of the endcaps, so that tightening the bolt could only

sink the nut further.  If the t-nut was installed on the outboard side of the end cap, tightening would

simply pull the nut out of the part. The end caps were then bonded to the end of the secondary foils and

ready for assembly.
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Figure 95 shows the layup of the secondary mold, and Figure 96 shows the result.  The redesign

allowed us to make three layups for 4 parts. Two are dedicated to the lower, outboard secondarys.  The

remaining layups were cut in half to make the two upper secondary elements.

Figure 95: Layup under vacuum Figure 96: Finished Layup

Figure 97 Shows the assembly of the secondary elements mid process

Figure 97: Secondary assembly
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After the secondary elements were bolted to the endplates, the endplates were bonded to the main

element using L-shaped carbon fiber brackets, and again with Clecos. The final rough assembly can be

seen in Figure 98.

Figure 98: final rough assembly

Front Wing Final Touches

The half tubes still need to be bonded to the endplates, and gaps between the endplates and foils

need to be patched with carbon fiber strips.

Cosmetically the wing still needs work.  The Cleco method leaves holes in the skin.  In Figure

99, Bondo was used to fill the holes.  Black dye was mixed in with the Bondo, in an attempt to turn the

Bondo black, with less than desirable results.  This was attempted initially on the bottom of the main

element due to the fact it was less visible.  The excess Bondo can be sanded away, but will still leave us

with the maroon colored holes.  The ultimate goal is to sand and clear coat the main element keeping the

carbon fiber look.  The maroon colored Cleco/Bondo holes will be painted black after sanding the excess

away.   The secondary foils are not salvageable cosmetically, and it would take too much time to get the

desired carbon fiber look, essentially requiring them to be remade.  These foils will be vinyl wrapped.
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Figure 99: Bondo treatment color failure

Front Wing Challenges:

In general the front wing was a complicated assembly with many parts that needed to fit together

perfectly.  While designing in CAD, every snaps together at the click of a button.  However in real life,

things such as foil spacing and alignment proved to be difficult.  With a smaller team, and fast

approaching Gantt chart deadlines, the team had to move quickly.  While not perfect, the front wing

turned out to be a fully functional assembly that will give us an advantage with usable downforce. Some

of the bigger challenges are below:

Forming the foam foils for the secondary elements proved to be the most challenging.  In order to

mimic our Computational Fluid Dynamic simulation, the foils need to be perfect.  Initially the profiles

were cut on the shopbot, and the foam wire cutter was used to “trace” the profile.  Several issues came up

when doing this.

● The foam wire cutter drags across the internal cavity of the cut, and if the motion is stopped a

parabolic curve burns into the foam leaving deep gouges.

● The foam wire cutter itself runs into any sort of clamp used to hold the MDF profiles, creating

rises on the foil
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● When one side is cut, the part needs to be rotated 180 degrees.  Locating the part at the 0 axis was

purely subjective.

Figure 100: below shows an usable part due to gouging and misalignment.

To combat these issues, a jig was made, seen in Figures 101 and 102.  The jig allowed movement

freely around the MDF profile, while firmly pressing on the profile.  This made long, smooth strokes

attainable eliminating any rises or gouges.  Relocating once the part was rotated was as simple as

removing part from the jig, rotating, and lining up holes from the previous cut.

Figure 101: Foam cutting jig Figure 102: Locator holes
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Hole placement on the endcaps proved to be difficult. Because the endcaps are not placed at

precisely the same location at the end of each foil (due to manufacturing deviances), each foil had to be

measured and drilled from the Solidworks drawings. With the main element being manufactured last

year, it is essentially a replica that was mimicked in Solidworks.  The Solidworks part did not precisely

match the dimensions of the previously manufactured parts.  In the end, the team came as close as

possible and ended up with a satisfactory assembly, as seen in Figure 103 below:

Figure 103: Rough final assembly bolted to car (missing cosmetics and half tubes)

Body

The body of the car’s main function is to keep rocks and debris out of the driver interface. The

body is purposely thin to keep weight low. Structurally, it does not reinforce the chassis as it is too thin to

contribute additional stiffening. It is constructed using three full coverage layers of carbon fiber as well as

reinforcements in areas such as mounting positions or heavy wear. Mounting positions will be fitted with

a metallic or composite core material (Al or Geralite 10) to eliminate cracking or failure. Kevlar will be

applied to areas where heavy wear may occur. The body will be subject to aerodynamic forces though it

will not be responsible for producing downforce such as the other aerodynamic features. The body will

still need to remain rigidly fastened to the chassis.
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The design considerations began with addressing the constraints given by the FSAE rulebook.

The rulebook only states that the body must not contain holes, vents, or ducting, and that it must reside in

the bounding box. The body must be rigid. These minimal constraints leave the task quite open-ended. We

want the body to serve its function and keep the costs minimal. For these reasons the design is kept as

close to the space-frame as possible. The body needs to be aesthetically pleasing, so it took extra effort to

make sure that the front end was sharpened to make it appear less bloated. Since the frame protrudes

outward on the left and right side, the body cannot be streamlined, contributing to the bloated appearance.

Since the suspension geometry is far more important than a sharp looking body, it is an obvious

compromise.

The body will be manufactured from carbon fiber. The intention as of fall 2020 is to outsource

machining of a polystyrene foam plug. Having the plug machined will save time and give the team an

precise master pattern to build a mold off of. Once machined, the foam will most likely need a little prep

work to fill voids or impurities in the surface. Using Bondo/filler putty, the foam will get a skim coat and

gentle sanding. Then a spray gun will be used and Dura-tec’s mold primer to spray the plug. The plug will

then get lightly sanded again, flattening the primer and fixing any low or high areas. This process will

repeat until all the surface imperfections have been addressed. Once the team is happy with the surface,

the primer can be polished to a mirror finish and a release agent can be applied. At this stage, the mold

will be prepared with flanges from plastic hobby boards to create flanges. Flanges are important because

they add structure to keep the laminate rigid, as well as provide mating surfaces that the other mold

portions mate to. Once the flanges are in place, 2-3 gel coats can be applied. Once cured, 4 layers of

fiberglass mat will be laminated on using polyester resin. Polyester resin is a cheaper alternative than an

epoxy resin that has excellent qualities for mold making. Since building a decent sized mold, the work

will be done in sections to prevent excessive “exotherming” which may result in deforming the mold.

Once cured, the otherside can be laminated. Spots of modeling wax will be used to create locating
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features for the two halves of the mold. This process will yield a professionally built mold ready to make

professional quality parts.

Spring 2021 Update:

The body will still be made from a foam plug, but has to be done in house, rather than an

outsource. This update has pushed the plug behind a few weeks. The plug will be used to still make a

fiberglass mould for the carbon portion of the body. the body will still be using carbon fibre and kevlar in

places that are needed. The body will contain locating features to imprint scribe lines, suspension cutouts,

and joggles. These will ensure enough suspension travel and less chance of damage.

Figure 104: Model of the Foam plug in Fusion
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Figure 105: Body Side View

Figure 106: Current car Body Design

Where is the body now?

The body jig has been completed and the cutting of the foam for the fiberglass plug has begun.

The plan is still the same. The aero team is nearly complete, so all hands on the body. The main wait for

the aero team was for the jig to be perfect, the jig had to sit at a specific angle to allow the midsections to

adhere and be perfect. Any blemish on the body plug will translate to the carbon fiber skin, thus this needs

to be perfect and a lot of attention to detail.
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Figure 107: The jig for foam cutting the body plug

Undertray

Bernoulli’s Principle is the conservation of energy per unit volume for flowing fluids. P is

pressure, v is velocity of the free-stream fluid, g is gravity, z is the height, and ρ is the density of the

working fluid. This is essential since velocity must be equaled out in terms of pressure or area. Since

areas will remain constant and the relative velocity used to calculate the general undertray is known and

constant in straight paths, the Bernoulli principle along with the continuity equation, that states

conservation of energy, these equations are a staple in the undertray design. Q is volumetric flow rate, A

is the cross-sectional area and V is the volume of the working fluid.
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From the Start [Fall 2020]:

The undertray from 2019-2020 was built in a rush and did not add anything to the existing car

from 19/20, with the roll over chassis from the 19/20 season, aero for the car is top priority. Aero adds

downforce and smooths out turns, taking time off laps.

Since time is not a large factor, aero has become the priority of the team, the project consists of an

undertray. The undertray allows free-stream air to channel under the vehicle and produce downforce in

conjunction with the front and rear wing. Since the undertray from last season did not prove to reduce

drag or produce adequate downforce, the undertray from 19/20 was scrapped and is needed to be

redesigned and rebuilt from the ground up.

The undertray produces, in conjunction with front and rear wing a substantial amount of

downforce while not giving up a lot of drag. The teams’ goal for this season (20/21) is to have a minimum

of 50 lbs of downforce between all the main aero parts.

The undertray works like a venturi tube, taking advantage of the venturi effect, the venturi effect

is a reduction in pressure when the working fluid (air in this case) is constricted. The venturi effect

increases the velocity of the flowing air from one channel to the other, while the pressure must decrease

with Bernoulli's principle. Normally the height is considered in Bernoulli's principle, but the height

remains constant through the car. Bernoulli's Equation shows us that as the velocity increases relative to

the free-stream velocity the pressure is decreased. The lower pressure under the car with a higher pressure

above the car, downforce will be created.

This effect will work along the bottom of the undertray, allowing free-stream air from the nose

and front wing to be channeled along the surface of the underbody. While the air is travelling, the

undertray will constrict the flow with tunnels then allow the air to expand outward creating a high to low,

back to high effect and generating downforce without adding weight or much drag to the vehicle.
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To design around the venturi effect, an inlet and an outlet angle must be determined so that the air

does not create vorticities and cause flow separation while entering the undertray or exiting through the

diffuser. According to Khokhar and Shirolkar from the University of Mumbai, the inlet angle ranges from

one to a five-degree slope and a diffuser outlet angle range of nine to twenty-one degrees. However, this

is dependent on the average velocity of the vehicle. while the 20/21 car has an estimated top-speed of 80

mph this should remain the same range for both the inlet and outlet angles. Although it does seem to add

drag at 18-degrees, 18-degree seems to be the optimal angle for velocity and overall downforce solely

considering the undertray/ diffuser. The diffuser needs to be at an angle so that the shallow angles or steep

angles do not create too much drag in comparison to the downforce generated. The steepest angle

provides the most downforce but is subjected to the most flow separation, once the flow is separated the

downforce is greatly reduced and drag is greatly increased.

To the knowledge of what is available for FSAE undertrays research, which is not a lot compared

to other parts due to this not being used as often as other aero parts. The inlet angle needs to fall between

4-6 degrees, the undertray needs to have a restrictive element for the air to be channeled in a smaller

tunnel and hit a rapidly expanding diffuse exit around 14 to 21-degrees for maximum downforce and

optimal drag. This will be rapidly changing when design reviews are over, and the full aero team works

together for aero balancing while figuring out the center of pressure and center of gravity given the

current information from the PDM and solid models.

What is to come, and what was here now, a tale of Fall 2020:

Currently, since the projects have been introduced and the thought of aero being the main theme

of this project for the 20/21 season. Research for the undertray has been top priority. Researching optimal

inlet/ outlet angles, lengths, centers of pressure and gravity and understanding how the simplistic venturi

effect dictates how the downforce will be applied to the vehicle while limiting the amount of overall drag.

This has been reading research, watching videos, and listening to alumni to get a [better] understanding of
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what an undertray and diffuser are and how to sculpt one into a useful piece of aerodynamics. Each

reading has been met with a thought of orientation on the car as well as angles needed, each video has

been a slightly better understanding of how to approach solid modeling and every interaction with team

mates, past and present has solidified how to proceed with simulations. Currently there is no data for the

undertray in terms of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), but a rough free body diagram and a few

sketches of the rear diffuser and shotty preliminary models.

Figure 108:[Mid fall 2020] Preliminary 3D model of the undertray/Diffuser

Figure 109: Final fall iteration with best downforce to drag
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The Fall Prior, a brief recap of fall 2020:

The undertray was designed with very boxy, sharp edges, after 25 or so iterations, this was the

“final” version or so it was thought. The undertray had a very large gap while being mounted to the

forward portion of the chassis, ideas were tossed around to extend the undertray. The undertray was

getting about 45 N of downforce at 20 m/s, although, not good, the idea was rolled through to the final

chapter, manufacturing spring. The urge and desire for perfection still haunts the designer, knowing that a

better iteration could have been made with the proper knowledge. mounting is still up in the air and

unknown,as well as the compatibility with others mounting locations. The daunting task of making the

undertray still sends shivers through the aero teams spine, but the willingness to try is still there, for now.

Spring is upon us and this is what’s been happening [In terms of the undertray]:

The previous design seen above was scrapped, the design had many flaws. The first and most

important flaw was that it was not able to mount correctly without penetrating the bounding boxes and the

ground. Another flaw was still getting little to no benefit in terms of downforce, the goal for the aero team

was to exceed 400 N of downforce and the undertray was not doing much at 45N, so looking at how to

keep an attached flow was looked into for the redesign. The flaw that broke the engineers back was

manufacturing, this process was going to take easily $400 in MDF, tons of composites cost in carbon fibre

and countless people hours, which is out of the scope of the budget and time frame for this specific part,

so, the last redesign was done.

The redesign of this part came into two factors, part performance and overall cost (hours and

materials). The undertray redesign was done to make it more sleek and overall better looking, move

curves, less sharp edges, more hip. The sharp edges helps allow the flow of fluid not to break apart

(separate) which causes the venturi principle to actually work, with the new curvy undertray, the

downforce increased from 45N to 65N, a 36% increase to overall part performance. Since the team has a

smaller budget and aero team doesn’t have an the entire budget, cost was something that drove the new
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design, after working on several other aero parts (making tooling, laying-up carbon fibre, sanding and all

the other bells and whistles that comes from it) and figuring out how much time, hands on work and

money it actually costs. The redesign was a must at this point, although the new undertray is curvy, sleek

and overall a looker, the process of manufacturing was not an oversight, the undertray will be broken into

three phases for composites; Tooling, The Jig and The Flat Bits.

Figure 110: The sleek and stylish redesign

Figure 111: The diffuser portion of the undertray - simpler tunnel and outlets
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Tooling:

The undertray has a complex design in terms of being a continuous tunnel on either side, this

makes it harder, since this cannot be done without a tool. A sheet of MDF was cut to the appropriate size

and stacked for the shopbot to work its magic and make this tool. The tool will be turned into a male

mould that will then be laid-up as a long continuous tunnel and bonded together with the rest of the parts

from each phase.

Figure 112: UnderwearTray: Stock, ready to be machined for tooling the tunnel tops

The Jig:

Since the undertray is not flat and has a ~15 degree angle towards the outlet end, a jig was needed

to be made, so that the lay-ups, when done, would mimic the curve. First thing needed to do was to get the

overall curve shape cut out of MDF, the next thing was to drill and locate holes into the MDF cutouts to

ensure the right placement of the white hardboard. The hardboard was then screwed into place with the

right curve, the screw holes were then filled with bondo and sanded to ensure a nice smooth part.
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Figure 113: The Jig: pre-finished jig (left), the MDF curve (right)

The Flat Bits:

As the name implies, these are the easiest parts of the undertray phases, these will be a flat sheet

then machined to correct shape using spotbot and bonded to the rest of the parts.
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Figure 114: Flat bits getting CAM’d  in Fusion

The process of bonding, this is to bring each phase into harmony as one, will be done with all

hands on deck and a lot-a-bit of sheer will power. To bond the tunnels to the main curved body, the main

section (the jig phase), custom carbon fibre L-Channels will be made to help support the tunnels and main

section, since they meet at a 90 degree angle and it is hard to bond without a mounting location. the sides

of the tunnels (the flat bits) will be bonded with excess resin to the top of the tunnels (the tool).

So, cost and manufacturing times both decreased, but another cost and time saver was the switch

from carbon fibre undertray to a mix of kevlar and fiberglass. This change wasn’t really planned out, but

just so happened to be a happy little accident that the team is low on carbon fibre (will have enough for

front wing, rear wing and body). Instead of going over budget and buying more carbon fibre, the

fiberglass and kevlar that was in the composites room and spare high density foam will be used to fully

manufacture the new sleek and stylish undertray.

Mounting was always an afterthought with the undertray, waiting to make sure tabs for the car

and other more important parts were going to fit in the correct places before making and placing the

undertray mounting tabs. A quick fix for the undetermined spot was, just make an adjustable mounting
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system, these will be made out of scraps of MDF for a tool and carbon fiber scraps (utilizing what the

team has and not adding too much more cost)

Figure 115: Tooling for custom carbon mounts

Figure 116: L-Channels prior to being cut from C-Channels, these will be cut lengthwise to make “L’s”

Spring Ahead to Summer and the Competition:

The undertray was designed in the middle of spring and the tooling/jig was made to reflect that,

the undertray was supposed to be made from fiberglass and kevlar. The kevlar was supposed to help with

abrasiveness, since the undertray will be about ¼ inch from the ground when the car comes to a full stop
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at whatever speed (bump stops), the fiberglass is easier to work with and the team had an excess of supply

of it. The undertray being constructed from fiberglass and kevlar would have been about the same weight

as a carbon fiber one, but without the added foam for support. Adding the foam support to the mid-section

of the undertray proceeded to add unnecessary weight and caused voids in the layers of kevlar and

fiberglass. The voids had to be filled with extra resin and bondo, which increased the weight of just the

mid-section, already out-weighting the previous design (2019-2020). Trying to compromise the newly

added weight factor, the tunnels were then designed to be thin and rigid and made out of 2 plys of

fiberglass and 1 ply of kevlar. While trying to cut the first set kevlar tunnels on the ShopBot, the kevlar

fraid and cracked in key locations and strands of kevlar wrapped around the tool. Instead of potentially

breaking the ShopBot and its tools and instead of remaking the tunnels, which takes two days to make per

set (2 sets needed for the entire undertray), the idea of the undertray seemed to be an fleeting idea,

especially with the timeline and deadlines coming up.

Figure 117: Kevlar undertray(yellow) before processing and older 2019 undertray
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Figure 118: The first initial layup of spring undertray

What to do now?

The idea of the undertray redesign went from pen and paper to solid model to just an incomplete

travesty. The gold tint of the kevlar now looks like rotting cheese and is extremely heavy. The team

decided it would be in the best interest to redesign the old 2019 undertray. The 2019 undertray is already

complete and weights just a fraction of what the new one would have.

The old undertray was just a simple and last minute idea. So, the Aero team is now tasked with

making it a complex masterpiece.

Old to new

The 2019 undertray was a mess, a ton of holes to be patched, strakes that didn’t adhere well, and

is extremely large for the 2021 tiny car. A makeover had to happen, a lot of cutting sanding, filling and

pleading for it to work out. The sharp edges that don’t allow air flow to attach correctly has been fixed,

the holes that would have been used in 2019’s mounting has been patched with spare carbon fiber pieces

and non-resin epoxy, so that the aero team doesn’t have to purchase anymore materials for the rehaul. The
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existing strakes have been left alone just for testing purposes as the aero package is nearly complete. This

will ensure a real validation of ride height and clearance.

The future

The new-ish and improved undertray will have its strakes remade and mounted correctly. The

remake will allow larger and stiffer strakes. While the old ones were slathered in epoxy, making them

heavier than they should be, the new design will have a built in mount and will require less aggressive

epoxy techniques to allow the undertray to reduce ever more weight.

The huh? But what about validation and the previous CFD? Has that been thrown out?

This thought has occurred to the team too, the old CFD for the spring undertray design had low

drag and a large downforce increase to the overall car, about 117 N, which is alone a huge reason why the

undertray is so important.

After remodeling the 2019 undertray, modifying it in SolidWorks and running another CFD with

the new strakes, cut outs, weight reduction, patched holes, the quickjack spacing now uniform, the

new-old undertray has increased its downforce from 45N to 110N. This increase shows that the switch

from spring design to the new remodeled 2019 untray isn't going to be in vain.

Although the spring design vs the modified 2019 design shows a decrease in downforce (the goal

is to get as much as possible), it also shows a significant decrease in drag. The spring design was sitting at

about 18 N of drag, which although not a lot, it hurts the horsepower of the car. The modified 2019

undertray has a significant reduction to 1 N of drag, thus eliminating the need to worry.
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Figure 119: Modified 2019 undertray

So, what now?

So, the undertray redesign fell through, machine time, machine cooperation, weight, production,

appearance all played a role in why the spring undertray never made it on the car. The team now has a

lightweight, low drag, high downforce producing undertray with legacy and new hands to thank. The

reduction of materials and reuse of old parts, helped the keep the aero budget in black as well. The idea of

using a previous part and utilizing what is currently available has been another happy little accident.

The undertray was mounted to the chassis as the chassis went to powder coating, the undertray is

mounted to the chassis the same way as the spring undertray would have been, this was done by custom

made fiberglass and carbon fiber mounting U-shaped brackets. More validation will be to come before

competition.
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Figure 120: Mounted undertray to chassis before powder coating

Rear Wing

The Formula SAE competition runs at a relatively low velocity (approximately an average

velocity of 45mph), which can also present additional challenges for the rear wing – increasing downforce

results in higher corner speeds, and this, in turn, leads to better final times during the competition.

Therefore, the design criterion was to construct and manufacture a rear wing which exerted as much

downforce as possible, while working in conjunction with the other Aerodynamic components (the front

wing and the undertray) to balance the center of pressure of the car as a whole while driving. The final

design of the rear wing achieves this criteria with respect to the rest of the components of the

aerodynamics package, while also meeting the requirements of all the 2021 FSAE rules.

The rear wing is a very important part of a formula race car’s aerodynamics package in terms of

how the car handles when being driven and how well it performs when it comes to competition. The main

purpose of the rear wing is to minimize lift (maximize downforce) from the airflow routed to it from the

front wing, which forces the back end of the car down on the rear suspension which then allows the tires
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to grip the ground better for maneuverability, cornering, and handling. To achieve this purpose, the rear

wing had to be configured in a way that creates high pressure above the airfoils and low pressure below

the airfoils while minimizing flow separation in between the elements. These are just some of the basics

that had to be considered while designing the rear wing to optimize performance, though there are many

minor underlying factors that must also coincide to make the rear wing function as ideally expected, such

as the height of the wing and the positioning of its individual elements, etc. In order to maximize the

efficiency and optimization of the rear wing design, the following parameters were used to assist in

calculations in the simulations that were performed in Solidworks:

Frontal area (A) ≈ 662.221 in2 ≈ 0.42723847 m2

TARGET Downforce > 300N

TARGET CL > 3.0

TARGET CD < 1.5

CD/CL < 0.5

Final Design Iteration:

After working through many design iterations, the following final design has been moved forward

into the manufacturing stage. The main element’s airfoil shape was decidedly chosen to be a Wortman

FX63-137 airfoil, and the secondary elements were chosen to be an S1223 airfoil. Both of these airfoil

profiles were selected due to low speed of the car, because they maximize lift (downforce) and minimize

drag (low Reynolds number). A last minute design change to the endplates was determined to be made

due to bounding box restrictions. In order to fit inside the bounding boxes, the endplates could not be

wider than 30 inches. They were originally designed to be 32”x24”, so they had to be modified to be

30”x24” instead. The updated design was run in a flow simulation in Solidworks to make sure it didn’t
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affect our numbers negatively in any way. The change ended up not making any notable difference in

numbers in any way, so manufacturing was able to proceed for the rest of the design as planned.

Figure 121: 2021 Final iteration design, trimetric view

Figure 122: 2021 Final iteration design, profile
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Figure 123: 2021 Final iteration design, velocity (z-direction) 2D cut plot

Figure 124: 2021 Final iteration design, pressure distribution 2D cut plot
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Figure 125: 2021 Final iteration design, dynamic pressure distribution 2D cut plot

Figure 126: 2021 Final iteration design, pressure distribution surface plot
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Figure 127: 2021 Final iteration design, shear stress surface plot

Figure 128: 2021 Final iteration design, side profile view of velocity (z-direction) flow trajectories
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Figure 129: 2021 Final iteration design, rear profile velocity (z-direction) flow trajectories

Table 6: Rear wing final design iteration numerical results (Las Vegas, NV)

Goal Name Averaged Value

Down Force (Y) 332.414 [N]

Drag Force (Z) 157.884 [N]

Cd 1.62748

Cl 3.42655

Cd/Cl 0.47496
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Table 7: Rear wing final design iteration angles of attack of each element for assembly

Element Chord Length Angle of Attack

Main 19 12°

Secondary 1 7.65 45°

Secondary 2 7.65 71°

Secondary Top 7.65 45°

According to the set goals for CD and CL outlined at the beginning of this section for the rear wing

(TARGET CL > 3.0 and TARGET CD < 1.5), this final design meets the criteria for the lift coefficient

(CL), but is slightly above the desired limit of the drag coefficient (CD). Overall, a little bit more drag is a

small sacrifice to make for a maximization of downforce for the sake of balancing the rest of the

aerodynamics on the car, as well as for the purpose of suspension tuning for how the car is going to

handle with a driver. Even though the drag coefficient is slightly higher than the desirable limit, the fact

that CD/CL < 0.5 means that the maximized downforce outweighs the increased drag and it cancels out

anyway. An increase in downforce always means an inevitable increase in drag as well, so the goal was

just to minimize the CD/CL ratio, and that goal was achieved. The main goal to have over 300N of

downforce (on the rear wing alone) was also achieved.

Wing Internal Structure:

Since the wing elements have to withstand a downforce of at least 350N (FEA tested at 400N),

that means they required an internal structure to prevent buckling and collapsing of the composite shell.

The secondary elements only have a high density foam core insert (solid) to give it structure. The original

intention was for the main element to have a physical “skeleton” of an internal structure that would be

inserted inside the carbon fiber skin to give it support. The main element’s internal ribs were to be 3D

printed on the Prusa MK3S printers on campus (PETG filament), and the black support strips were going
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to be C-channels made of carbon fiber (composite layup). However, the team came across a hurdle in the

manufacturing stage concerning machining the necessary molds for the elements that was not anticipated.

The elements required a total of six molds to be machined, but only two of them turned out successfully

before we had to abandon the idea of using molds. About 15 hours into machining the third mold, the

Shopbot skewed its zero suddenly and ruined the whole mold. The team decided that it wouldn’t be very

time effective or worth the material cost to try to make a new mold in case the same issue were to happen

again, especially for such a large mold. Instead, this led the team to make the decision to cut a foam core

for the main element like the secondary elements’ foam core, and use that as a makeshift mold instead.

Since the foam core was already made, the team decided to just use that as the main element’s internal

structure instead since it would require much more work to manufacture and assemble the other internal

structure design. This ended up actually saving time, materials, and even reduced the weight of the wing

over all.

Figure 130: Original main element internal design
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Figure 131: New main element internal structure - foam core with mounting ribs

Due to this change, the way that the layup had to be conducted was a little bit different than

originally intended, but it actually worked out in the team’s favor and was more manageable in the end.

Once the main element foam core was cut and the mounting ribs were glued to the ends, it was laid up

with carbon fiber and epoxy resin over the foam core to act as a mold. Then the skin was removed from

the foam core, the carbon fiber skin was touched up and sanded, and then the foam core assembly was

rebonded back into the finished carbon fiber skin.

For the secondary elements, this process was a bit more simplified. The foam core acted as a

mold again like it had for the main element layup, but instead of the foam being removable, it was just

bonded in during the layup process so that trimming was made easier and it saved time since the foam

internals didn’t have to be rebonded back into the skin this time. After the layup was complete, the

elements were trimmed down to length and squared, the tails were trimmed as well, and all edges were

sanded. The ends of the elements then were hollowed out to create a cavity just large enough for the 3d

printed mounting ribs to fit in there and be bonded in place inside the carbon fiber skin for mounting

purposes.
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Figure 132: Secondary elements foam core

Figure 133: Secondary element layup, weighed down to prevent bowing

All four elements were then mounted to the endplates by drilling #10 holes for 10-24x1'' threaded

fasteners through the endplates. The endplate mounting ribs have t-nut and keensert inserts that were

heatset into the PETG earlier on to add threading for the fasteners. The parts were designed to be 3d

printed with slots to allow the barbs to “bite” into the part’s surface to restrict twisting when fitted with a

fastener.
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Figure 134: 3D printed PETG secondary element ribs with threaded inserts

Figure 135: 3d printed ribs bonded in the ends of the secondary elements

Due to the fact that each one of the main element ribs had to be approximately 19 inches long, it

was very difficult to find a 3D printer print bed that is that large. The team has decided to print them on

campus on the Prusa MK3S’s. The only problem with that option is that the parts had to be redesigned

into two halves in order to fit it on the print bed. The rib was designed as follows to have a jigsaw slot to

attach the two halves together in post production. The two halves were designed to lock together and
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epoxy was applied in the gap to bond them together securely. Some prototypes were 3d printed ahead of

time to ensure the parts would fit together before the team proceeded with the final design. The final

versions had threaded inserts heatset into them and they were bonded to the foam core inside the main

element to allow the element to be mounted to the endplates to assemble the wing.

Figure 136: Main element internal mounting rib slide joint design

Figure 137: Main element internal endplate mounting ribs (inner view, assembly), w/t-nut inserts

Foam Core:

As mentioned above, the elements required uniform foam core inserts to be cut out by hand to the

correct size, length, and shape of the airfoil to then do the layup over them and effectively use them as

makeshift molds. In order to better control all these variables, a jig was designed and built by Braden

Giali on the team. While still time consuming, this jig was very helpful to get the cuts more accurate with
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the hot wire cutter. For each one (the front wing required 3 and the rear wing required 6 to be cut), 2”

thick polypropylene high density foam was cut into lengths of 22” (to allow for extra to trim down to

length later), the aerodynamics team placed them in the jig, leveled and squared it up, tightened it, and let

the hot wire cutter follow the profile of the airfoil template we had cut out of MDF. This carved the shape

of the airfoil out of the foam stock to be used as the foam core. It still took some skill and an extra set or

two of hands to get each cut right, but practice helped till the team was able to get them all cut for both

the front and the rear wing.

Figure 138: Secondary elements foam core jig

Figure 139: Secondary elements foam stock in jig ready to cut with hot wire
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Figure 140: Secondary elements foam core result after being cut with hot wire and sanded

Figure 141: Secondary elements foam core layup in mold model plan ([28], photo credit)

Mounting:

The rear wing was mounted to the car by 4 nodes on the chassis (2 on each side, symmetrically),

one tab on the top of the roll hoop and one down near the engine and the rear suspension. It required six

0.5” outer diameter roll wrapped twill carbon tubes to mount to the inside surface of both endplates by rod
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ends through a surface bracket. Threaded carbon fiber tube end connectors were also purchased along

with the tubes to attach the rod ends to the tubes in order to mount to the brackets.

Figure 142: Endplate inner surface bracket, rod end, and carbon fiber tube mounting concept

Figure 143: Endplate inner surface bracket design
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Figure 144: Endplate inner surface bracket and rod end assembly FEA

The HAAS TM-1 and VECTRAXS were used to manufacture the brackets out of 7075

aluminum. However, while running the same CAM program for the third set of brackets, the HAAS TM-1

produced a random unknown error in the G-code (a single line of code was suddenly corrupted mid

operation, even though nothing was tampered with while the machine was running) which caused the

alarm to trigger and the machine to stop mid operation. This error was unknown to anyone that the team

asked in the hub, so it was under investigation to be able to repair the machine and proceed with

machining the rest of the remaining brackets. Once resolved, the rest of the brackets were finished being

manufactured. These brackets were mounted directly to the inner surface of both endplates (3 brackets per

endplate) via 10-32x0.5” threaded fasteners that bolt through the endplates to the outer surface.
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Figure 145: First test brackets being machined on the HAAS TM-1

Figure 146: “Unknown Code, Alarm” error on the HAAS TM-1, mid operation occurrence
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Figure 147: All completed brackets

Figure 148: Endplate inner surface bracket and rod end assembly, mounted on the car

Each bracket location was mapped out during the endplate layup process ahead of time so that an

aluminum puck could be placed under the carbon fiber between it and the foam (such that they were
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“embedded” in the layup in order to drill through the reinforced mounting location to provide rigidity and

integrity to the mounting).

Figure 149: Endplate foam core with puck placement being determined

To fully restrict the wing to account for the three degrees of freedom, two of the carbon rods had

to converge to the singular lower node at the same point. This required a custom convergence mount to be

designed and 3d printed.

Figure 150: Lower mounting tube convergence concept
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Figure 151: Lower mounting tube convergence model

Figure 152: Finished custom convergence mount assemblies

Finalized Assembly Design:

Below is the finalized assembly model for the rear wing with all of its mounting included.
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Figure 153: Final design assembly with mounting components, side profile

The following shows the rear wing as it would be in its general positioning when it was to be

mounted on the chassis.

Figure 154: Final design assembly on chassis with mounting components
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Figure 155: Final design assembly on chassis within bounding boxes

FEA testing was performed on all the main structural components of the rear wing (such as

mounting components and internal structure components) to ensure that all components meet a minimum

safety factor of 2. All major components meet this required safety factor.

Table 8: Safety factor of major structural components of the rear wing mounting assembly

Part Factor of Safety

Rod End to Mounting Bracket Assembly 10.120

Carbon Fiber Mounting Tube Assembly 2.256

Current Manufacturing Status:

The rear wing has been fully manufactured, assembled, and has been mounted to the car. It is

easily removable and is able to be remounted whenever desired. In total (including mounting), it only

weighs approximately 8.5 lbs. The rear wing will be tested to begin gathering data when the car is
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reassembled after the chassis comes back from getting powder coated in approximately one week from

now. The rear wing cannot be run by itself to gather any meaningful data until at least the front wing is

able to be fully mounted to the car for testing. This is because the front wing influences the airflow that

reaches the rear wing and can cause the data to differ otherwise. For testing, we intend to use suspension

travel data, potentiometer data, stringer tests,etc. to gather data for all of aero beginning in the next week

or so. While the chassis is being powder coated, the team will begin putting effort into the cosmetic work

for the aero package. Some of the rear wing may be vinyl wrapped later in accordance to the car’s livery

package that the team will decide on within the next month before competition after the body is complete

and on the car.

Figure 156: Complete rear wing assembly mounted for the first day of aero testing
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Figure 157: Complete rear wing assembly mounted with the rest of aero

Encountered Challenges:

An issue that was encountered was that since the internal ribs are so big, but necessary to 3D

print, the team struggled finding a sponsor to get them outsourced to be printed. The team was either told

no, or just never heard back from the company at all. So the team had to move on to plan B now to just

print them on the Prusa MK3S’s on campus (most likely out of PETG material). It was much cheaper that

way anyway, but it required the ribs to be split into two printable parts so that they fit on the print bed.

Another curveball that was thrown at the aero team was that the Shopbot ruined a massive mold

for the rear wing’s main element when it’s zero was skewed randomly in the middle of a very long

operation (15+ hours). It would’ve taken many days to get the mold remade, so the team decided it was

best to abandon the idea of using molds for the layups for the rear wing and just use a foam core as a

makeshift mold instead, since it was faster to make, more reliable to use during the layup process, and

didn’t require any machining or wasting more MDF. This method actually ended up working much better

and made post processing more streamlined. It also reduced the weight of the entire wing.
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Cutting the foam core was very difficult at first until the jig was made and the team got used to

skillfully tracing the MDF template at a consistent speed so that the user didn’t melt the foam or cut off

too much of the delicate tail of the airfoil.

It was challenging to figure out a jigging system for positioning the rear wing in freespace before

the mounting was cut to length. The wing was restricted by bounding boxes that were difficult to

determine exactly where the wing should sit within it and how it was going to be supported before the

mounting tubes were cut to length and positioned correctly.

Figure 158: Table jigging system to position the rear wing to determine mounting

Composite Manufacturing

Composites have been an integral part of vehicle manufacturing for decades. From marine, space,

military, motorsports to green energy, composites provide an effective way to produce components with

excellent weight and strength characteristics.
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This year’s aerodynamic components will be produced using standard automotive manufacturing

processes. We have approximately 40 yards of 3k 2x2 twill weave carbon fiber, ¼ gallon of Aeropoxy

structural epoxy, fiberglass mat, and a few sheets of polystyrene foam for core. Aerotech, a sponsor of

Lynx Motorsports, has donated poly-tubing, peel ply, high-temp bagging film and green flow mesh; all

are necessary perishable items for composite lamination. The lynx Motorsports team has also entered an

agreement with Soller Composites, who will supply the team with additional carbon fiber cloth at a

discount.

The molding process will be utilizing medium density foam board, stacked and machined, surface

prepped, sealed, and then sprayed with primer. Once primered, the surface can have a release agent

(partall paste wax, Zyvax, Frekote) applied. After a few coats, the lamination can begin.

Infusion is commonly referred to as resin transfer. This technique involves laying the composite

weave material dry into the mold surface. Using spray 77 adhesive, the weave can be cut and glued into

difficult geometry on high vertical portions or even areas where the weave may be placed upside down.

Once the weave material is placed, a layer of peel ply must be applied to all regions or 100% coverage.

On top of the peel ply we apply greenflow flow mesh. The flow mesh is a nylon substrate that allows for

the resin to move more easily through the laminate allowing the entire part to “wet out” before the epoxy

resin catalyzes and gels. Once the flow mesh is placed, intake and exhaust tubing are fixed to the part and

then the whole part is bagged. Once bagged, we can mix epoxy resin. Using the vacuum from the

bagging, the resin is drawn into the part via the intake tube. This process is our preferred method because

we have the material infrastructure required and we find that many of our parts can be made quicker and

look better with this process. Since the resin is introduced under bagging, the weave does not have a

chance to skew. Likewise, wet layup requires many hands to be present as the resin is actively curing

while the part is being laminated. Infusion allows for more time to laminate as the resin is introduced after

the entire part is bagged.
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Wet layup is the most typical lamination process that involves cutting carbon weave to templates,

spreading resin by hand, and applying wet carbon to the mold. This process is the tried and true method

for many manufacturers who cannot afford the costs of autoclave/prepreg processes. While resin control

is quite good, this process can often get messy and it is hard to maintain the weave’s integrity once resin

has been applied. Once wet, the laminate has a difficult time sticking to itself because the epoxy resin is

slippery. Parts with high vertical walls often prove difficult throughout this process.

Conclusion

The 2021 Lynx Motorsports has faced a different set of challenges than previous FSAE groups

have had. Typically, the team is large enough to be broken down into diverse sub-teams that range across

all aspects of a dynamic vehicle. This year, with much of the project being completed as of last spring

prior to Covid-19 and only having five seniors on the team along with the non senior members, the team

has had a much narrower scope of study: aerodynamics and suspension tuning. Even more challenging is

the integration of these systems together, as the aerodynamic features must work in concert as one, despite

having dozens of components in opposing areas of the car. This challenge has increased the need for

better team communication, mathematical analysis, and compromise between each group member. There

have been many other challenges that have presented themselves as the team has worked through the

manufacturing stage, including various design challenges. Some of these design challenges required part

and assembly redesigns and even some jigs to be made where the team was forced to get creative, which

of course is all part of engineering by its inherent nature. Generally, while the ideal situation would have

been to start the project fresh instead of picking up where last year’s team left off, the 2021 team had to be

able to take a partially built project and bring it to the next level of competition - as would any engineer

who joins a project before its completion. Considering all the challenging circumstances that such a small

FSAE team had to face this year, the 2021 Lynx Motorsports team conquered the large learning curve and

massive workload and has built what has the potential of being one of the team’s best cars yet.
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